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Disclaimer Of Liability
THE PURPOSE OF THIS WHITE PAPER IS TO PRESENT PLUTUSX AND PLTX TOKEN TO POTENTIAL
TOKEN HOLDERS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROPOSED TOKEN SALE. THE INFORMATION SET FORTH
BELOW MAY NOT BE EXHAUSTIVE AND DOES NOT IMPLY ANY ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACTUAL
RELATIONSHIP. ITS SOLE PURPOSE IS TO PROVIDE RELEVANT AND REASONABLE INFORMATION TO
POTENTIAL TOKEN HOLDERS IN ORDER FOR THEM TO DETERMINE WHETHER TO UNDERTAKE A
THOROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY WITH THE INTENT OF PURCHASING PLTX TOKENS.
NOTHING IN THIS WHITE PAPER SHALL BE DEEMED TO CONSTITUTE A PROSPECTUS OF ANY SORT OR
A SOLICITATION FOR INVESTMENT, NOR DOES IT IN ANY WAY PERTAIN TO AN OFFERING OR A
SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION. THIS DOCUMENT IS NOT
COMPOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, AND IS NOT SUBJECT TO, LAWS OR REGULATIONS OF ANY
JURISDICTION, WHICH ARE DESIGNED TO PROTECT INVESTORS.
PLTX TOKEN IS A UTILITY TOKEN. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A DIGITAL CURRENCY, SECURITY,
COMMODITY, OR ANY OTHER KIND OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT AND HAS NOT BEEN REGISTERED
UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT, THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE OF THE UNITED STATES OR THE
SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY, INCLUDING THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY
JURISDICTION IN WHICH A POTENTIAL TOKEN HOLDER IS A RESIDENT.
PLTX TOKEN CANNOT BE USED FOR ANY PURPOSES OTHER THAN THOSE PROVIDED IN THE WHITE
PAPER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY INVESTMENT, SPECULATIVE OR OTHER FINANCIAL
PURPOSES.
PLTX TOKEN IS NOT INTENDED FOR SALE OR USE IN ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SALE OR USE OF
DIGITAL TOKENS MAY BE PROHIBITED.
PLTX TOKEN CONFERS NO OTHER RIGHTS IN ANY FORM, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY
OWNERSHIP, DISTRIBUTION (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PROFIT), REDEMPTION, LIQUIDATION,
PROPRIETARY (INCLUDING ALL FORMS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY), OR OTHER FINANCIAL OR
LEGAL RIGHTS, OTHER THAN THOSE SPECIFICALLY
DESCRIBED IN THE WHITE PAPER.
CERTAIN STATEMENTS, ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER
CONSTITUTE FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS OR INFORMATION. SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS OR INFORMATION INVOLVE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES,
WHICH MAY CAUSE ACTUAL EVENTS OR RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THE ESTIMATES OR
THE RESULTS IMPLIED OR EXPRESSED IN SUCH FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. WHITE PAPER CAN
BE MODIFIED TO PROVIDE MORE DETAILED INFORMATION.
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THIS ENGLISH LANGUAGE WHITE PAPER IS THE PRIMARY OFFICIAL SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT
THE PLTX TOKEN. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY FROM TIME TO TIME BE TRANSLATED
INTO OTHER LANGUAGES OR USED IN THE COURSE OF WRITTEN OR VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS
WITH EXISTING AND PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS ETC. IN THE COURSE OF SUCH
TRANSLATION OR COMMUNICATION SOME OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE
LOST, CORRUPTED, OR MISREPRESENTED. THE ACCURACY OF SUCH ALTERNATIVE
COMMUNICATIONS CANNOT BE GUARANTEED. IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICTS OR
INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN SUCH TRANSLATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS AND THIS OFFICIAL
ENGLISH LANGUAGE WHITE PAPER, THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ENGLISH LANGUAGE ORIGINAL
DOCUMENT SHALL PREVAIL.
TOKEN. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY FROM TIME TO TIME BE TRANSLATED INTO
OTHER LANGUAGES OR USED IN THE COURSE OF WRITTEN OR VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH
EXISTING AND PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS ETC. IN THE COURSE OF SUCH TRANSLATION
OR COMMUNICATION SOME OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE LOST, CORRUPTED,
OR MISREPRESENTED. THE ACCURACY OF SUCH ALTERNATIVE COMMUNICATIONS CANNOT BE
GUARANTEED. IN THE EVENT OF ANY CONFLICTS OR INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN SUCH
TRANSLATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS AND THIS OFFICIAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE WHITE PAPER, THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS ENGLISH LANGUAGE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT SHALL PREVAIL.
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1.0 PlutusX Executive Summary
1.1 The Future of Digital Banking and Cryptocurrencies
Since the mass adoption of the internet in the early 2000s there has been an increased
demand for cashless and digital payments. Global transaction volumes grew by 11.2% from
2014 to 2015 to reach 433 billion1, an increase partially fuelled by Emerging Asia. In the past
24 months this growth has been enhanced by the introduction of mobile contactless payment
solutions such as Apple Pay, Google Pay, Alipay, Cards, and a whole host of other innovative
solutions.
Similarly, the crypto economy and cryptocurrencies in particular are growing at a phenomenal
rate. It is estimated that by 2020 the crypto economy will exceed three trillion dollars and that
by 2022 it could be equal to 10% of world GDP.2 Only time will tell whether these predictions
are correct, but what is certain is that cryptocurrencies have passed their point of no return.
They are here to stay, and their importance will only increase.
There are obvious flaws in the PlutusX current financial system. It's not transparent, high
trading and transaction fees, slow transactions speeds, not efficient, and it is controlled by
gatekeepers. While these are not all the current problems that existent in the PlutusX current
financial system, they are some of the most obvious ones. Also, some of the best wealth
management services are only available to select individuals.

1.2 What Is PlutusX
PlutusX’s mission since its inception in 2015 has had one core drive: to reinvent the way
investing is perceived. PlutusX planned on disrupting the status quo by providing tools that
otherwise would have been exclusively reserved to the ultra-wealthy. PlutusX has now
advanced the PlutusX mission with the progression of blockchain technology and
decentralized tools, that will allow the team to take the PlutusX mission to a global and
borderless platform.
The potential to satisfy the demand for aggregated financial services in the crypto industry is
perhaps the most exciting banking development of the past 100 years. The prize will be a
place on the global banking landscape at a rate of growth and a worldwide presence that can
never be matched by any traditional banking development plan.

1

"Global non-cash transaction volumes record highest growth of past ...." 10 Oct. 2017,
http://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/global-non-cash-transaction-volumes/. Accessed 12 Jan. 2018.
2

"Blockchain and the impact on fund distribution | Deloitte Luxembourg."
https://www2.deloitte.com/lu/en/pages/technology/articles/impacts-blockchain-fund-distribution.html. Accessed 8 Mar. 2018.
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The PlutusX Wealth Management product will be a first step in satisfying this demand
followed up with the PlutusX banking infrastructure. It will be made available for web first
and after the web app a mobile download via the iOS or Android marketplace will be
available. Unlike conventional mobile banks that take weeks to process and issue cards, the
PlutusX financial ecosystem provides an instant processing engine for both fiat and crypto
based currency transactions while enabling interchangeability between the two. With
PlutusX's digital bank customers will finally be able to use cryptocurrencies to pay for fiat
based goods without transaction limits and with low commission on any of the world’s
existing 42 million payment terminals including many internet stores and payment points.
PlutusX's technology platform is being developed to be based on algorithms that allow for
the most efficient exchange rates matching across natural peer-to-peer flow as well as third
party crypto-exchanges.
PlutusX intends to meet the banking needs of the Cryptocurrency Era.

1.3 Building A Bank
There are a lot of variables that come into play when building a bank. PlutusX has identified
the top 4 pillars which are needed to build a stable and successful banking system. The
PlutusX entire focus will be built around these 4 key elements of success to ensure PlutusX is
on the right track to meeting the PlutusX customer’s needs.

1.3.1 Regulation
Making sure PlutusX abides within the banking and securities regulations is its key priority.
PlutusX will be working with strategic partnerships to obtain banking licenses, become fully
compliant and to make sure to operate within regulations of the operating jurisdiction.

1.3.2 Capital
In most cases, banks need $12-20M in capital to open a bank in the existing traditional
financial system. A lot of banks nowadays reach out to the community to raise such funds.
Capital is needed in order for the bank to grow at a healthy pace, get up to speed with
regulations and making sure the financial risk in economic turns is minimal.

1.3.3 Community
Community banks are not something new or disruptive, but it is found to be one of the best
banking environments. Customers love having an input into decisions and seeing something
built that they truly love to use based on their feedback and votes. PlutusX will be
implementing a voting system built on blockchain technology that will help the team collect
feedback, vote on decisions and help shape the PlutusX platform into a product that their
community looks forward to using on a day to day basis.
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1.3.4 Technology
Every bank has technology and most of them will tell you that they have the best forward
thinking technology available on the market. One of the most popular technologies in the
current banking system is called SWIFT and it has become very inefficient over the years. It
does not meet the needs of today's banking problems. Blockchain and new decentralized
tools used in the PlutusX financial ecosystem will bring a whole new experience in both
front-end and back-end for PlutusX customers, and internally for the PlutusX team.
PlutusX will always strive to develop on its technology and be the leader in thinking
outside-the-box when it comes to financial technology. To start, here is a list of technologies
PlutusX is implementing into the its banking system:
● AI & machine learning for trading, support and other financial services.
● MAM structured technology for wealth management services.
● Fraud prevention & analytics (AI).
● KYC
● Smart Contracts & Smart Loans (AI)
● Payment Cards
● General ledger
● Mobile & desktop wallets
● Gamified banking with rewards and social accountability
● Community voting system
● ERC20
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1.4 Market Background
Since the advent of Moore’s law, both computing power and storage capacities have grown
exponentially. Since the mid 2000s the computational power has increased enough for the
adoption of blockchain technology to hit mainstream. Since its inception in 1991 by Stuart
Haber and W. Scott Stornetta, blockchain technology has been one of the few technologies
that have the potential to truly disrupt with enormous implications for revolutionizing
products and services, comparable to the invention of the Internet, tandem with Artificial
3
Intelligence.
The Financial Services industry, which, up to very recently, has been unhealthily rigid is one of
the immediate candidates to be disrupted by this technological advancement. Financial
technology (“FinTech”) companies have challenged the latent incumbents who rely on legacy
systems, synonymous with high costs, sluggish onboarding processes, and inefficient
customer service.4 As FinTechs, which are now powered by blockchain technological
capabilities, continue to pave the new road, it is not a surprise that 88% of all existing players
believe that they will lose revenue due to creative innovators. With $40 billion raised in capital
in less than four years, FinTech companies have gained substantial traction and а solid base of
quality-seeking customers (Global FinТech Report, 2017, PWC). Compared to the service
provided by traditional financial institutions; providing a superior service, ease of use and
lower costs is what ensures that FinTech companies will continue to consolidate their market
share at an expedited pace.
Apart from the ubiquitous functions of blockchain technology, such as the point-to-value
transfers, there is one which, up until recently, has been hugely underappreciated — the
digitization of assets. The blockchain immutably records the transfer of tokens or units of
ownership on a distributed ledger making the process trustless and transparent. The
digitization of assets (also known as tokenization) is doing the same to the securitization of
the financial markets that the advent of the email has done to the post office. While
securitization converts an illiquid asset or group of assets into financial securities,
tokenization allows for that security to be traded over a digital medium with unprecedented
5
ease and cost efficiency. Tokens can either have intrinsic value itselves (like Bitcoin,
Ethereum, or other utility tokens) or be the digital representation of physical or digital assets
(IMF, 2017).

3 "How to Time-Stamp a Digital Document." https://www.anf.es/pdf/Haber_Stornetta.pdf.
4 "PwC Global FinTech Report 2017." https://www.pwc.com/jg/en/issues/redrawing-the-lines-fintechs-growing-influence-on-the-financial-services-2017.html.
5 "Digital assets and the tokenization of commodities - http://blog ...." 6 Jul. 2017,

https://blog.jpmorganinstitutional.com/2017/07/digital-assets-and-the-tokenization-of-commodities/.
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In the USA, the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC) keeps centralized digital
representation custody of more than $37 trillion worth of shares, and it is not improbable that
a substantial amount of these assets will find their way onto the blockchain via tokenization.
Modern investment portfolios consist of shares, bonds, commodity futures, and other
securities, but unlike in previous decades when most of these instruments had a physical
form, assets are rarely physically delivered to their owners today.6 Ownership rights are
handled through central governing authorities such as the DTCC and others. As the popularity
of decentralized distribution of information and distributed ledger applications pervades the
public, people will demand tokenization and decentralized recordkeeping and trading
processes. Initiatives to tokenize hard assets into the blockchain are already taking place. In
March 2017, Natixis, IBM, and Trafigura introduced the first blockchain solution for the U.S.
crude oil market, and it is only a matter of time before other asset classes are tokenized,
tradable, and transferable in a much more efficient manner.7 Recent industry research shows
that the market capitalization of many tokenized traditional assets, such as equities, debt,
commodities, and real-estate will surpass $4 trillion by 2025.8 The tokenization of real-world
assets is expected to further attract investors by reducing transaction fees, improving
transparency with regards to ownership rights, and ensuring higher liquidity and ease of
transferability.9

6 "How issuers work with DTC | DTCC - DTCC.com." http://www.dtcc.com/settlement-and-asset-services/issuer-services/how-issuers-work-with-dtc.
7 "IBM News room - 2017-03-28 Natixis, IBM and Trafigura introduce first ...." 28 Mar. 2017, https://www.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/51951.wss. Accessed 8 Apr.
2018.
8 "LAT Crypto Market Research - LATOKEN." https://latoken.com/research. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
9 "How Tokenization Is Putting Real-World Assets on Blockchains - Nasdaq." 30 Mar. 2017,
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/how-tokenization-is-putting-real-world-assets-on-blockchains-cm767952. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
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The fact that the overall market capitalization of cryptocurrencies has grown from $15 billion
in January 2017 to over $527 billion in January 2018 makes a strong case for the intrinsic
value of this asset class.10 Although interest in cryptocurrencies continues to rise, their
proliferation into the real economy is yet to come. One of the main reasons for the limited
acceptance of the cryptocurrencies as direct means of payment can be attributed to the lack
of existing technological infrastructure and regulations in most jurisdictions around the world
(IMF, 2017).11 Extracting the value of cryptocurrencies still requires the owners to convert
them to fiat currencies in exchanges or in P2P transactions. The conversion process entails
various exchange fees, withdrawal fees and capital gain taxes, which ultimately render the
entire process slow, time-consuming, and cost-ineffective.
By setting this introduction to the major technological trends and challenges that accompany
any disruption efforts of the financial industry, this white paper aims to describe in detail the
procedure of unlocking the value of digital assets within the current economic paradigm.
Building on the potential of the blockchain, PlutusX will provide the world’s first fully
aggregated crypto based financial services.

10

"Bitcoin (BTC) - CoinMarketCap." https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/bitcoin/. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.

11 "2017 Annual Meetings of the World Bank Group and the IMF ...." http://www.imf.org/external/am/2017/. Accessed 2 Apr. 2018.
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2.0 Introduction
2.1 Market Valuation & Validation
Global demand for cashless payments continues to rise at such rate that the end of using cash
as a choice of payment is now becoming a stark reality. The number of worldwide cashless
transactions was over 430 billion in 2015, while the rise of mobile payments is expected to
exceed $3.8 trillion by 2020.12

12 "Mobile Payments in US to Reach $3 Trillion Within Two Years ...." 26 Feb. 2018,
https://paymentweek.com/2018-2-26-mobile-payments-us-reach-3-trillion-within-two-years/. Accessed 6 Mar. 2018.
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As people change the way they interact with money, PlutusX has also seen the introduction of
a brand-new form of money - cryptocurrencies. It has been less than 10 years since the
creation of the Bitcoin, the world’s first digital currency, which in turn built a brand-new
financial ecosystem called the blockchain. Today there are over 1,000 digital currencies,
known as crypto-assets, and that number is increasing every day.
The advantages of crypto-assets over traditional fiat currencies are numerous and impossible
for fiat currencies to match. Today a transaction between two people in different countries
can still take several days and cost the parties a significant share of the money transferred
(the average cross border transaction fee is 7.45%); as each party in the chain, of which there
are many, requires a small margin for their efforts.13 This can now be done in seconds sending
cryptocurrencies via blockchain, for practically zero cost and more securely than ever before.
But for many people, even those with a strong interest in new technologies and better ways
of doing everyday activities, cryptocurrencies are still perceived as an investment instrument.
The single most important step in moving benefits from the conceptual into the practical
mainstream is to enable people to use cryptocurrencies in the same way they can use any
other currency, and that means enabling instant payments with their cryptocurrency as if it
was cash or money stored in their digital bank accounts.

13 "World Bank - Remittance Prices Worldwide." https://remittanceprices.worldbank.org/sites/default/files/rpw_report_march_2017.pdf. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
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PlutusX is building a financial service ecosystem for the cryptocurrency era. People will be
able to store, spend, exchange and later borrow practically any cryptocurrency in the same
way they would do with any other currency, but in a quicker, cheaper and more secure
environment than in any traditional bank or fiat currency. The cryptobank will be the
decentralized core that interlocks the restricted financial world we live in today, and a future
of economy with limitless and borderless opportunities.

2.2 PlutusX Clients
2.2.1 Crypto-asset investors
Bitcoin and the rising number of other cryptocurrencies have attracted millions of investors
throughout 2017. As previously mentioned above, the overall cryptocurrency market
capitalization has risen to a staggering $527 billion in January 2018, thus creating a sizeable
amount of wealth for early investors and entrepreneurs.10 There are innumerable reasons why
people need liquid cash on hand - such as pressing unexpected expenses or attractive
limited-time offers. Cryptocurrency investors, who want to enjoy the fruits of their
investments today without having to sell their digital assets. The PlutusX ecosystem is a great
platform for every investor because it allows them to keep all of their assets and activities in
one place - from banking to trading.

2.2.2 Legacy Investing Firms
At the present date, there are over 175 hedge funds focusing exclusively on cryptocurrency
investments with about $4 billion in total assets under management.14 All funds, that have
already invested capital under management in crypto assets are also direct beneficiaries of
PlutusX’s financial ecosystem.

2.2.3 Crypto Companies
Merchants are allowed to use the PlutusX payment gateway to allow for the acceptance of
selected crypto-based-assets. Streamlining the payment process with significantly lower price
of 0.5% vs. the traditional 2% — 4% per processing payment transaction.15 Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs) are steadily becoming an ever more popular way to raise capital. Coin Desk’s
ICO Tracker reports that companies that have conducted ICOs raised over $3.7 billion from
February 2014 to January 2018.16 During the typical ICO, companies generally accept
cryptocurrencies. Once the offerings are completed, companies sell part or all of their
proceeds for fiat currencies in order to fund their operations or meet their capital expenses.
With the PlutusX smart contract lending, PlutusX can provide liquidity without sacrificing
potentially lucrative positions.

14

"Crypto Funds — Autonomous NEXT." https://next.autonomous.com/cryptofundlist/. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
"Making “Cents” of Credit Card Processing Fees - Instore DOES." 28 Aug. 2013,
http://instoredoes.com/making-cents-of-credit-card-processing-fees/. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
16
"CoinDesk ICO Tracker - CoinDesk." 1 Jan. 2018, https://www.coindesk.com/ico-tracker/. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
15
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2.2.4 Day-to-Day Banking Customer
More than 10 million U.S. families do not bank because of multiple reasons such as: Monthly
maintenance fees triggered by low bank balances, a fear of overdraft fees and a general
distrust in banks.17 PlutusX will mitigate those pain points in traditional banking providing
users with a streamlined financial ecosystem.

2.2.5 Small Businesses & Corporations
Profits in small businesses and even bigger corporations have become tighter than ever.
Transaction rates are raised and the profits have become less. PlutusX will provide payment
gateways to businesses across the globe which will lower their costs and increase their
margins.
Besides that, PlutusX will offer tailored and strategic Wealth Management services to
reinvest a percentage of their profits from the business into lucrative assets that can give
them an even bigger ROI, and allowing them to have higher margins and profits to grow their
business.

2.3 Comparing The World’s Best Traditional Banks with A New
Blockchain Bank
With the advent of any new market changing technology, the old world order often struggles
to adapt to the new world realities. It will be no different for the current banking giants
which, even today, cannot agree whether cryptocurrencies are their future or a passing phase.
Whilst they decide, new dedicated blockchain based cryptobanks will take their place in the
crypto economy.
The following table compares a few advantages of a new blockchain bank with any leading
traditional bank.

17

"Average U.S. Checking Account Balance 2018: A ... - ValuePenguin."
https://www.valuepenguin.com/banking/average-checking-account-balance. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Increased security
Increased transparency
Decentralization
Stay in control
Less fees & costs
Faster transactions

2.4 Conversational Banking
Traditional banking is very corporate and the communication channels are sometimes slow,
non-convenient and interrupt the new human behaviour, which has changed over the last few
years from emails to chat bots and text messages. At PlutusX, we don’t want to rely on
salesmen, forms and follow-ups. Instead, PlutusX wants to make the banking experience
conversational and fun. Banks today are relying heavily on telemarketers, long delayed
telephone communications and voice menu choices. While these were effective 5 years ago,
they are no longer effective today.
Today, humans want answers immediately without waiting on the phone to be upsold a new
credit card insurance. Thanks to the rise of intelligent chatbots, anytime a potential customer
asks a question, PlutusX can now be there to provide a real-time response — 24/7, 365.
That is just the nature of the on-demand, real-time world that PlutusX lives in these days,
where everything seems to be one click away.
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Now that PlutusX has removed the tension between the consumer and the bank, PlutusX
wants to introduce a more engaging way to pay your friends, save for a group vacation and
more. Here are a few technologies and concepts that PlutusX is using to introduce real
conversational banking:
● AI & machine learning,
● Instant messaging with your contacts on the PlutusX platform,
● Send money to the PlutusX contacts through the instant messenger,
● Create a group of contacts you want to save money with for a group vacation, business
or any other group events,
● Share milestones & goals with contacts.

2.5 Problems and Solutions
Problem
No platform to manage all your crypto assets in one place:
Currently there are many platforms available that will allow you to buy, sell, hold
and/or use your crypto-based assets. However, there is yet to be a single financial
aggregated platform that allows you to do all in one.

Solution
The PlutusX Ecosystem is uniquely designed to have all your needs in one place:
PlutusX’s goal is to create an aggregated financial service ecosystem where its
clients can easily perform most financial service tasks, like they would in a traditional
legacy bank.

Problem
Most exchanges do not provide Wealth Management services:
Majority of crypto-based exchanges do not offer clients the ability to have a
professional and sophisticated algorithm to execute trades and investments on their
behalf. As a result, most investors end up forfeiting their investment to the
exchange.

Solution
Providing Wealth Management services to help you reach your financial goals:
PlutusX aims to provide real professional services that allow its clients to get
top-level support and results. PlutusX aims to get registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended to
advice and trade on the behalf of the PlutusX’s clients.
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Problem
Expensive trading and transaction fees:
An ongoing complaint with legacy banks has been the expensive fees associated
with P2P transactions, trading fees, and payment gateway charges.

Solution
1.0% deposit & withdrawal fees. 0.1% trading fees. 0.0% P2P fees:
PlutusX’s plan is to combat those frustrations by lowering: deposit & withdrawal
fees to 1.0%, trading fees to 0.1%, payment gateway fees to 0.5%, and P2P
transactions to 0.0%.

Problem
Expansion limited by staff and other operations:
Traditional financial institutions struggle in expansion efforts for a multitude of
reasons such as staffing, expensive hardware hard costs, stability and control of
the network, and security issues with a centralized protocol.

Solution
Only scalability limitation is technology:
Luckily for PlutusX, its strengths lie in few limitations. PlutusX’s overhead is
reduced dramatically as 92% of the their operations will be used via cloud
computing based on the PlutusX distributed consensus network. This trustless
open ledger is a major deterrent for security breaches on the assumption that the
network is acting honestly.

Problem
Managed by centralized entities and are not transparent:
Building off of the previous problem, traditional banks are widely known as
centralized entities. Centralization also consolidates the power to those in control.
As a result, there is a disconnect with the users and operators. Most clients are
unaware that their money is being used 1:9 to make profit, lending out deposited
accounts with the assumptions that majority of clients will not attempt to all
withdrawal at once.18

18

"Understanding Changes In Loan-To-Deposit Ratios For The Largest ...." 16 Mar. 2017,
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/understanding-changes-in-loan-to-deposit-ratios-for-the-largest-us-banks-over-recent-years-cm
761796. Accessed 8 Apr. 2018.
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Solution
Decentralized and every transaction is publicly available:
The premise of utilizing a token based platform is to create a distributed
consensus, or an open ledger. This is ultimate transparency for clients and
regulatory agencies. Using a pseudonymous protocol clients stay secure, while
given the ability to track their money from point of origin (deposit).

Problem
The security lies within the Bank:
Taking the previous problem even one step further, fraudulent activity and client
safety is susceptible to a multitude of potential attacks. This leaves the client of
legacy banks extremely vulnerable with little or no solutions.

Solution
Distributed consensus ledger is immutable and independently verified:
Implementing distributed consensus blockchain technology inherits its native
security features built on cryptographic protocols. Hashing puzzles, using a variety
of turing methods, provide clients with nearly hack proof accounts, based on the
assumption that there is an honest network.19

Problem
3rd party platforms don’t have access to most banks API:
Most traditional legacy banks are built to “one-size fits all” regardless of the
client’s personal wants and needs. Although the banks are not expressing interest
to build more personalized tools any time soon, they still decide to close off
majority of their API’s for 3rd party integration to create a more modular platform
for their clients.

Solution
API is available for 3rd parties to integrate directly into the PlutusX
Ecosystem:
With security taking priority, PlutusX aims to open up the their API to allow
creators create and integrate apps into the PlutusX ecosystem for clients to plug-in
their existing account to best fit their personal wants and needs.

19

"Blockchain security: What keeps your transaction data safe? - IBM." 12 Dec. 2017,
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/blockchain/2017/12/blockchain-security-what-keeps-your -transaction-data-safe/. Accessed 8 Apr.
2018.
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Problem
No educational tools from exchanges to better your financial prosperity:
Adding to the lack of Wealth Management services provided by most crypto-based
exchanges, there is also an insufficient amount of education material written for
the day-to-day user to become more proficient in financial literacy.

Solution
Years of experience to provide you with educational tools and content on the
PlutusX platform:
The PlutusX content wing will produce entertaining and educational content across
a variety of mediums. This will help captivate clients while educating them. This
serves dual purposes in engaging the PlutusX audience changing the traditional
narrative of finance being “boring”.

Problem
Slow or nonexistent support in the crypto industry:
One major complaint across all industries is the draconian support system that is
implemented in most companies. However, in the crypto industry the non-existent
customer support leads to frustration and lack of trust.

Solution
Dedicated call center and AI Chat Bot for instant support.
PlutusX intends to have the AI Assistant answering majority of the customer support
questions. Using sophisticated AI, more prompt and accurate results and solutions
will be produced. In the low probability that the PlutusX AI assistant is not capable of
resolving the problem you will then be directed to the dedicated call center which
will further assist and resolve your problem.
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2.6 Business Model
The business model of PlutusX is to provide a full suite of financial based services. The
process is simple and can be broken down into a few simple steps:

2.6.1 Wealth Management
1.

[PURPLE] A prospective client transfers crypto assets to their PlutusX Wallet. Once
PlutusX is able to accept fiat for a deposit/withdrawal the client will accrue a 1%
charge, 3% less than the PlutusX competitor Coinbase. 20

1.

[BLUE 1/2] Once the relevant blockchain confirmations for the respective crypto asset
are received, the client can choose to place a portion or all of the funds into their
investment account, which will then get used by the PlutusX trading bot services. Upon
signing up for the PlutusX platform, you will be going through an array of questions
which determines your risk score. While PlutusX doesn’t recommend changing your risk,
you can request a risk change in your dashboard.

1.

[GREEN 1/2] Each month the client is charged 30% of profit generated, but the Trading
Bot (see 4.2.4) and the client retains 70%, based on the high water mark level.

20

"Coinbase Pricing & Fees Disclosures - Coinbase | Support." 7 Feb. 2018,
https://support.coinbase.com/customer/portal/articles/2109597-buy-sell-bank-transfer-fees. Accessed 10 Apr. 2018.
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2.6.2 Exchange
1.

[BLUE 2/2] The PlutusX client can begin taking advantage of the PlutusX
PlutusXChange once the client is approved by the PlutusX verification team. There the
client is able to use the PlutusX signals, news outlets, or freely trade most
cryptocurrencies and crypto assets. To help the PlutusX customers become better
traders, PlutusX will be offering trading courses and other educational materials.

1.

[GREEN 2/2] Every trade is charged for a 0.1% commission. The client may inherent
miscellaneous charges that do not benefit the gross revenue of PlutusX.

2.6.3 Bank
2.

[BLUE] Once the development of credit cards, NFC, and/or payment gateway is
completed for the PlutusX ecosystem, clients will be able to purchase real world items
using the PlutusX fiat-settlement tokenization (see 4.3.8).

2.

[PURPLE] After the transaction is made clients will be charged 0.05% vs. the traditional
2.0% average for fiat settlements.21

1.

[BLACK] Once the transaction is settled and finalized the assumption is that the client
will receive the product and/or service that was purchased.

3.

[BLUE] The client applies for a loan using the PlutusX volume based scoring
methodology (personal/business), or through the PlutusX proprietary scoring
methodology. Depending on their needs and circumstances, the clients can choose the
most convenient way to use their cash, as well as the currencies in which they would like
to receive the funds.

3.

[GREEN] Clients can repay their flexible loans in multiple ways — via bank transfer, fiat
or cryptocurrency. The interest rate is based on the clients score. Once a re-payment is
received, PlutusX records the transaction on the blockchain and instantly updates the
loan limits.

4.

[BLUE] Credit cards are distributed to clients who apply based on their scoring using
the PlutusX volumed based methodology. Clients receive up to 50% of monthly volume.
Credit cards can be used in fiat-settlements as well.

4.

[GREEN] Clients are expected to pay back 100% of the funds loaned within a thirty (30)
day period.

21

"What Are Credit Card Processing Fees and Costs? - ValuePenguin."
https://www.valuepenguin.com/what-credit-card-processing-fees-costs. Accessed 10 Apr. 2018.
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3.0 The PlutusX Team
3.1 The PlutusX Story

2015

The start of Plutus Int’l quickly transition from a real-estate based
investment fund to FX (foreign exchange). Utilizing the MAM/PAMM
system providing their clients with above average returns.

2016

Fund grows and starts to diversity into VC focusing mainly in tech based
startups.

2017

Growing interest in the crypto space catalysis and Plutus Int’l to code out
the first version of the PLTX coin (Formerly PLTC) based on LTC’s
blockchain.

3.2 Team members
Patrick is a passionate, optimistic digital marketer, forex and crypto
trader, and young enthusiast with great efforts and knowledge. Out of
high school, he partnered up with a colleague to launch their own
design & web agency which they have built up locally to increase the
their recognition and reputation in the industry. This led them to win
numerous accolades and awards.
Early 2016, Patrick has developed an interest in the financial sector
which led him to study Forex and specific trading/investing strategies.
Patrick Benske
CMO / Co-Founder
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As of today, Patrick impacted over 20,000 individuals through his
intimate knowledge in various spaces such as finance, business, and
marketing. Well-known brands and public figures constantly contact
him for advice on how to grow their business, some of which are
exceeding $500 million in annual revenue.
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John B. Strong
CFO / Co-Founder

John B. Strong is a serial startup specialist. Focused solely on disruptive
mobile technologies/commerce, social media and cryptocurrencies. He
is known for organizing, funding, and empowering teams of
entrepreneurs to solve problems and make ideas into realities.
Founder: Acosta Strong Galleries in Santa Fe and Oklahoma City
Specializing in Historic American paintings since 1998. Chairman of the
Board Scout Security (SCT) asx Chairman/CEO Adaptive Medias Inc
Advisor -Ownzones Media,, Beverly Hills, CA Board Member/Investor
Albuquerque, NM based travel site combotrip.com Board
Member/Investor
London-UK
based
payment
platform
www.trychec.com Early Seed Investor San Francisco based IOT
chipmaker particle.io
Even though Thea holds a Masters in Petroleum Engineering and even
working as a developer for some time, she has always been more
passionate about business.
Thea is a natural problem solver with an analytical mind, curious, willing
to explore and consistently striving for more.

Thea Vujanovic
VP of Operations

She has always been very passionate about business in all of her
ventures that let her to experience multiple industries and worked in a
handful positions giving her the insight into creating cohesive teams
and companies.

Angel Mondragon is an investor and an entrepreneur. After leaving
the University of New Mexico to begin his real estate venture in
Phoenix, AZ, Angel quickly built a reputation for most house flips
within a year while developing a unique skill set for special financing.
Within the last 4 years, his small investing firm Plutus Int'l quickly
gained momentum with the FX community providing his clients with
above average returns.

Angel Mondragon
CEO / Co-Founder
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Angel began getting involved in the cannabis sector and truly started
to take advantage of the crypto space. Angel developed his first coin
(PLTX) for the firm that wouldn't be actualized until early 2018. Now
he and his team are on a mission to disrupt the banking industry, and
to distribute wealth to the masses by utilizing new decentralized
tools and technologies.
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Joel brings over a decade of experience in executing disrupted ideas
and technology in array of industries. He has held positions at the
C-level, Director of Operations, Operation Specialist and Product
Manager.
His journey into developing machine learning / AI financial strategies
was a natural progression after the financial crisis in 2008. Joel started
to explore different ways to improve investment strategies which
eventually led him to machine learning and AI libraries such as MLpack
and Tensorflow.
Joel Wisdo
AI / Machine Learning

After developing hundreds of strategies, he excels at devising market
leading deep learning strategies.

Everyone engages with technology in some form or fashion on a daily
basis. Technology drives the team and enables the team to do more,
think higher, and dream bigger.
Mason loves creating software experiences that people love to use.
He has been creating quality software for banks and other financial
institutions on a variety of platforms for the past 4+ years, helping
customers realize their dreams, and forming experiences that help
people engage with technology in new and creative ways.

Mason Banning
Front / Back-end Developer

Joshua is a dedicated, innovative, and motivated team builder with
experience in risk management, financial analysis, equities trading,
portfolio management, derivatives, and quantitative analysis
capability.
He will be responsible for development, implementation and
evaluation of the PlutusX own and the PlutusX client’s investment
management goals. Reviewing long term positions, researching new
strategies and developing innovative investment plans.

Joshua Espinosa
Investment Strategist
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3.3 Advisors

Chris has worked in the celebrity management industry for over 7
years, building direct connections with relevant A-List celebrities and
influencers of today. His family has owned several liquor
establishments in the greater LA area which led him to start
cultivating awareness and access within the celebrity realm.

Chris Hoyle
Celebrity Manager

He then co-founded Art Mob in 2012, a movement ran and led by
celebrities that would later turn into a full time managment company
pairing a-list influencers with brands. He has built an impressive
repriotiar, extending well over 300 celebrities and athletes. The
PlutusX team plans on leveraging his network and experience with
branding to assist the awareness and adoption of their product and
mission.

Jared Murphy graduated Undergrad in Business from Marriott
School of Management (BYU). During his time in college he gained
interest in investing and became obsessed with the concept of
being able to multiplying money through successful investing deals.
After college, he became an Analyst for Accenture ‘2003 —— ‘2006
and started

Jared W. Murphey
Principle K.P. / R.E. Investor
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Real Estate Investing from ‘2001 — Present. In ‘2004-‘2007 he
began hosting Real Estate Investment Workshops including how to
protect yourself during the bubble burst. In mid ‘2005 till ‘2015 he
grew his Real Estate Broker venture from New Mexico to Arizona.
Since 2015 till this day Jared is a Principle Buyer for Keypoint
Solutions — Real Estate investment company/ Wholesaler. His
interest in the crypto space began when Angel suggested buying in
mid 16 when he finally took action. After spending countless hours
researching up he quickly realized the benefit this opportunity had
for investors and how decentralized tech could greatly disrupt the
REI industry as a whole.
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Alex has years of experience in product, technology and design,
leading many innovation initiatives. He has gained a very broad and
multi-faceted experience by helping shape products across various
platforms including Web, TV, Mobile and Browser Applications.
He is passionate about product conceptualization and innovation.
Alex looks at problems from a holistic point of view, understands
the market trends/needs, uses data and insights to identify
opportunities to not only create differentiated experiences but also
improve existing products.
Alex Mostoufi
CTO at mitú

Alex is also the founder of Me.com which was acquired by Apple Inc.
in 2008.

Kevin brings McDonald Lehner’s clients over 30 years of experience
in investment banking, consulting, private equity, and international
business to PlutusX.
Kevin began his career with the Boston Consulting Group and later
Fletcher Spaght, Inc., where he advised clients in a wide variety of
industries. Kevin founded ITCA Europe Ltd. in Poland, an
investment banking and consulting firm serving the newly opened
east bloc.
Kevin W. McDonald
Int’l Investment Banker / G.P.

Sukhwinder Singh
CEO of KIIT Holdings
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He also advised the U.S. Department of State concerning
privatization in Russia. He later served as President and CEO of the
Defense Enterprise Fund, a venture capital firm focusing on the
former Soviet Union. Kevin has a B.A. in Latin American Studies
from Vanderbilt University, and M.B.A. from Northwestern
University.

Sukhwinder is the CEO of KIIT Holdings, a conglomerate that owns
and operates Yogi Tea, Akal Security, KIIT Renewable Energy and
several other ventures. Sukhwinder has great knowledge in
building a strong support processes and making sure efficient
business operations are practiced throughout the company. His
experience in building, launching, scaling, and managing
multi-million dollar corporations will extend into the PlutusX
growth and operation.
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Candice is a corporate and securities attorney specializing in entity
formation, corporate governance, contracts, capital raising, asset
transfers and corporate restructuring. Candice graduated magna
cum laude from Santa Clara University School of Law, where she
was Senior Articles Editor for the Santa Clara Computer & High
Technology Law Journal. She received her Bachelor of Arts from
the University of California, San Diego. Candice aims to assist the
PlutusX team in staying compliant with regulatory bodies.
Candice Lee Owens
SEC Attorney

4.0 The PlutusX Ecosystem
4.1 Overview
The PlutusX ecosystem is a modular and robust ecosystem built to serve your evolving needs.
PlutusX strives to be a platform that is used for all your financial needs. PlutusX has
determined that this is, indeed, the perfect blend for a financial ecosystem.

4.2 Wealth Management
The current traditional banking system does not have any room for
automated wealth management. The returns are way below
average while the banks get wealthy from your money. PlutusX
wants to change that by offering transparent wealth management
services such as:

4.2.1 AI & Machine Learning
The current banking system is managed by salesperson who are
eager to make a commission. PlutusX wants to change that by
implementing machine learning technology that learns about your
transactions, your accounts, investments and other activities on its
platform to make educated and well calculated decisions. The
PlutusX AI bots will make sure your money works for you by
helping you trade, controlling your investment accounts and more
such as:
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●
●
●
●

AI bot that helps you execute profitable trades,
AI based financial advisors that learn about your identity using the blockchain and
machine learning so you can make educated decisions for your financial literacy,
AI driven financial advisor that manages your portfolio and risks,
AI will give you tips on how to increase your wealth.

4.2.2 Portfolio Allocation
Keep an eye on your strategically allocated portfolio put together by the PlutusX strategist
and managed by the PlutusX AI. Some allocated assets may include the following based on
your risk settings:
● Nodes & Staking
● ICO’s
● AI Trading
● Position Trading
● IRA’s

4.2.3 P/L Reports
Receive weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual reports of your investments that you can use
to track progress or to help you organize for tax season.

4.2.4 Investment Account
Open your very own investment account through the PlutusX bank that will allow you to
participate in the PlutusX open fund. Profits can be withdrawn to the PlutusX chequing
account, or simply be reinvested. If you do not want to keep the capital on the PlutusX wallet,
you still have the opportunity to move it to any other wallet.
●
●

The PlutusX AI financial advisor will give you insights on how your investment account
is performing.
Micro investing from your purchases on the chequing account.

4.2.5 Savings Bot (Group Savings)
PlutusX wants to encourage saving money. Generally, people do not like to save but this issue
can be solved through automation and gamification.
Hitting your budget will give you access to rewards like free airfare, hotels and more. PlutusX
wants to reward people for staying on top of their budgets and creating social accountability
through groups.
Example #1: Group A (“Spring Break”) with 3 members (“John”, “Tiffany”, & “Zoe”) wants to
go to Mexico or spring break. In the group they create with (members + N; <= 10 members)
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and goal. If Zoe starts overspending and is close to hitting 100% of her budget, then with
social accountability both John and Tiffany can tell Zoe to slow her spending. Effectively
helping her curb her spending habits. Then, with the point/reward system, PlutusX will
introduce a gamified integration. If the collective group stays within their set budget they will
get points, or rewards (including but not limited to: airfare, hotel, concert tickets, etc.)
Example #2: Bob and Peter want to open a business which involves a lot of expenses in
different areas. They can set up a group savings accounts, create different categories with
goals and start saving money for their business investments.

4.2.6 MAM Structure
By further adopting the Forex knowledge into the PlutusXChange ecosystem, PlutusX will
implement a Money Account Manager (MAM). The portfolio manager can also assign a higher
leverage to specific accounts in the MAM from investors who have a higher risk tolerance and
agreed to it. All of this and more can be achieved with MAM. This ability to assign leverage on
sub-accounts based on clients previously agreed risk tolerance is a more sophisticated model
in comparison to its mirrored model, the PAMM (Percent Allocation Money Module) which
was restricted in adhering to a “one risk fits all”. With MAM, clients can have a much more
tailored model.
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4.3 Banking
The PlutusX financial ecosystem will facilitate transactions internally and externally on the
PlutusX platform. You will be able to take loans, use the PlutusX credit card for purchases and
manage your banking accounts. Your investment account is linked to the wealth management
services which will allow you to invest into the PlutusX open fund.

4.3.1 Smart Loans
In traditional banking systems and environments, everyone gets treated differently based on
their income and credit history. What would happen if everyone would be treated financially
the same and have the same access to finance? Here is what PlutusX can offer:
● Fast loaning with no middleman.
● Smart contract implementation.
● Every transaction is transparent and visible.
● Borrow anywhere in the world.
● No interest rates decided from the economy or government.
● Anybody can get a loan. No credit check needed.

4.3.2 Credit Cards & Rewards
●
●
●
●
●

●

Easily send rewards to your friends and family.
Convert your rewards or points to any cryptocurrency.
No expiration dates on points or rewards.
Easily apply for line of credit based on monthly transaction volume (6 month minimum
of data necessary).
The long term goal is to take advantage of NFC (Near Field Communication) chips that
allows PlutusX clients to use tap-to-pay for ultra convenience. PlutusX will use
tokenization to create fiat-settlements in seconds, so it can seamlessly integrate
cryptocurrency with the 41 million online/offline commerce stores that access both
mastercard/visa.
Additionally, PlutusX will aim to create a crypto-card that allows users to have the
same ability as a NFC with either their phone or a tangible card.

4.3.3 Deposits & Withdrawals
You can conveniently deposit money into the PlutusX financial ecosystem using existing
tokens that you can send to the PlutusX platform from other exchanges or you can upload fiat
that converts into Bitcoin. The same applies to withdrawing money from the platform.
● 1% deposit fee
● 1% withdraw fee
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4.3.4 KYC & Identity Verifications
Every new customer will go through KYC verification when starting the onboarding process.
The KYC includes identity verification protocol which uses the blockchain and other
traditional tools to verify your identity. In the future, you can also get verified using votes on
the blockchain from other already verified members.

4.3.5 Chequing Accounts
When opening an account in the PlutusX financial ecosystem, you will automatically create a
chequing account on the PlutusX platform. This chequing account is your primary account and
is used just like your traditional chequing account:
● Send and receive funds
● Deposit and withdraw funds
● Payment gateway

4.3.6 Saving Accounts
When opening a chequing account, the client simultaneously opens a cold storage wallet
which is kept offline for the client’s safety in case of any malicious activity or force majeure. If
the client chooses to transfer assets from the saving account back into their hot-wallet for
day-to-day use the process can take 3 – 6 business days because the assets are brought back
from cold-storage. Scheduled transfer to-and-from cold storage might be implemented on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

4.3.7 Investment Accounts
Investment accounts tie back into the Wealth Management service bus. PlutusX will initially
offer a high risk high return algorithmic program that will execute trades on the behalf of the
client. Each account is parceled separately and will be well documented for the clients use at
end of year for tax reasons (EON). In the beginning of Quarter 1 in 2020, PlutusX will offer a
Financial Advising Bot that matches clients with their desired wants and needs. These will
emulate lower risk lower return investments.

4.3.8 Payment Methods
For the crypto industry to be adopted by the masses there needs to be real-life application.
PlutusX aims to create strategic partnerships with liquidity providers, National Credit Card
companies such as Visa or American Express, or have internal capacity for mass liquidation to
actualize this concept into reality. A task that will otherwise be extremely simple and easy to
accomplish. The PlutusX economy intends to make a minimally invasive charge of 0.5% which
dwarfs competitors using traditional fiat.
The PlutusX team plans to achieve this goal by using a variety of payment methods.
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4.3.8.1 NFC/RFID
Near-field communication (NFC) is a set of communication protocols which enables two
electronic devices, one of which is usually a portable device such as a smartphone, to establish
communication by bringing them within 4 cm (1.6 in) of each other.22 NFC devices are used in
contactless payment systems, similar to those used in credit cards and electronic ticket smart
cards, and allow mobile payment to replace and supplement these systems. NFC-enabled
devices can act as electronic identity documents and keycards. NFC offers a low-speed
connection with a simple setup that can be used to bootstrap more capable wireless
connections.23
Android
In Android 4.4, Google introduced platform support for secure
NFC-based transactions through Host Card Emulation (HCE) which is
used for payments, loyalty programs, card access, transit passes and
other custom services. HCE allows any Android 4.4 app to emulate
an NFC smart card, letting users initiate transactions with their
device. Apps can use a new Reader Mode to act as readers for HCE
cards and other NFC-based transactions.
iPhone
On September 9, 2014, Apple announced support for NFC-powered
transactions as part of Apple Pay.24 With the introduction of iOS 11,
Apple devices allow third-party developers to read data from NFC
tags.25

4.3.8.2 Credit Card or Debit Card
Payment processing for cards requires both a front-end processors to have connections to
various card associations and supply authorization and settlement services to the merchant
banks. Back-end processors accept settlements from front-end processors and move the
money from the issuing bank to the merchant bank.

4.3.8.3 Payment Gateways
Please see 4.7 Payment Gateways.

22

"What is NFC? Everything you need to know | TechRadar." 9 May. 2017, https://www.techradar.com/news/what-is-nfc. Accessed
11 Apr. 2018.
23

"Talk:Near Field Communication Resource | Learn About, Share and ...."
http://www.popflock.com/learn?s=Talk:Near_field_communication. Accessed 11 Apr. 2018.
24
"Apple Pay." https://www.apple.com/apple-pay/. Accessed 11 Apr. 2018.
25

"The 10 biggest changes Apple didn't announce on stage at WWDC ...." 7 Jun. 2017,
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jun/07/apple-wwdc-changes-announce-on-stage-wired-keyboards-facebook-twit
ter-ios-11-pencil. Accessed 11 Apr. 2018.
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Use Case Example #1: John walks into a local Starbucks and decides to purchase a small
coffee totaling $5.00 in value. He then uses his NFC payment method to purchase the coffee.
The transaction is settled using the PlutusX ECN and crypto is settled using the PLTX token.
John is charged 0.5% of the total value in PLTX to facilitate the fiat-settlement process. Once
approved, Starbucks receives its $5.00 from a PlutusX liquidity partner, PlutusX receives 0.5%
of the total value in PLTX tokens ($5.00 * 0.5% = $0.025), and John is charged the price for the
coffee plus the 0.5% settlement fee totalling $5.025 in addition the coffee from the
merchant. John has now successfully purchased a real world item using cryptocurrencies.

4.4 PlutusXChange
The PlutusXChange will allow you to trade all major altcoins, receive instant verification using
blockchain technology, have a trading experience similar to the Forex Exchange Market
(Forex) using True ECN; all the tools you are already familiar with.
What will set PlutusX apart from other exchanges is the familiarity you will have coming from
other markets like Forex. You will truly feel like home. Besides that, PlutusX will strive to have
the best education programs that you can use at no cost, which will ultimately make you a
smarter but also a better trader.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

All major altcoins.
No trading limits.
All in one platform to deposit, withdrawal, trade and invest.
Desktop and mobile apps similar to the tools you see in the Forex Market eg.
Metatrader 4.
Built in asset management using the PlutusX wealth management services if you don’t
want to trade yourself.
Education programs to learn how to trade the crypto market profitable and successful.
Keep up to date with market news, shakers and movers, analysis and articles that keep
you on top of the market.

4.4.1 ECN Liquidity Provider
PlutusX intends to be one of the first Exchanges to create an internal ECN. An electronic
communication network (ECN) disseminates orders entered by market makers to third parties
and permits the orders to be executed against in whole or in part. ECN is based on direct
access trading system.26 ECNs are ideal for the crypto industry as it further cultivates the
anonymous characteristic that is a desirable outcome within the technology. By trading
through an ECN, a currency trader generally benefits from greater price transparency, faster
26

"Direct Access Trading Systems - Investopedia." https://www.investopedia.com/articles/trading/03/020503.asp. Accessed 10
Apr. 2018.
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processing, increased liquidity and more availability in the marketplace. Banks also reduce
their costs as there is less manual effort involved in using an ECN for trading.

4.4.2 Market News
The PlutusX Bloomberg-like market news platform will help you stay up to date with the most
relevant news surrounding cryptocurrencies which will include the following topics:
● Live-stream of important events
● Articles of events, news or any other topic relevant to the PlutusX audience
● Technical analysis of the major crypto pairs
● Research from the industry

4.4.3 Education
There is a big lack of education in the crypto industry. Especially with all the exchanges,
nobody provides real constructive education that takes a trader from newbie to profitable
trader. PlutusX has experience in providing high quality education to take a struggling trader
and turn them into a profitable trader. This form of education will be held in the following
formats:
● A fully developed course with certifications
● Live streams
● Workshops

4.5 Merchant Services
Building off of the Payment Method (see 4.5) service, PlutusX intends to provide a full host of
merchant services to help facilitate the growth and adoption of the crypto economy.

4.5.1 Payment Gateways
The initial entry point with merchant services will be to implement a payment gateway
service. This tool provides e-businesses, online retailers, bricks, and clicks, or traditional brick
and mortar businesses the ability to process direct payments and authorize credit cards.
A payment gateway facilitates a payment transaction by the transfer of information between
a payment portal (such as a website, mobile phone or PoS) and PlutusX.
PlutusX will offer white label services, which allow payment service providers, e-commerce
platforms, ISOs, resellers, or acquiring banks to fully brand the payment gateway’s technology
as their own. This means PSPs or other third parties can own the end-to-end user experience
without bringing payments operations—and additional risk management and compliance
responsibility—in-house.27

27

"White label - Mastercard." https://www.mastercard.com/gateway/partner/white-label.html. Accessed 10 Apr. 2018.
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4.5.2 Clearing House
A clearinghouse is a financial institution formed to facilitate the exchange (i.e., clearance) of
payments, securities, or derivatives transactions. The clearinghouse stands between two
clearing firms (also known as member firms or participants). Its purpose is to reduce the risk
of a member firm failing to honor its trade settlement obligations.
PlutusX intends to take full advantage of smart contracts and its inherited technology to
emulate a clearinghouse by introducing a trustless protocol native to blockchain technology.
Introducing smart contracts as a replacement to the central counterparty clearing (CCP) will
boost efficiency and effectiveness as well.

4.6 Ongoing R&D
As mentioned in 7.3, PlutusX will undoubtedly hit a scalability road block with the ERC20
token in the near future. We aim to partner with strategic universities to assist the research
and development of a blockchain protocol that will best fit the needs of the PlutusX financial
ecosystem.
Additionally, we aspire to continue in R&D with AI implementation to run the financial
ecosystem more efficiently and effectively. Their goal is to integrate the BMI Watson business
analytics to assist operations and research, contingent on pricing.
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5.0 Timeline
PlutusX has laid out a desired timeline for development and execution of its products and
services. You can find our estimated timeline in correspondence to the next two years below.
Please keep in mind that this timeline is estimated and could change based on unforeseen events that we
can’t predict or control. This timeline is in no way a definite timeline and PlutusX has the right to change
the timeline at any time without notice.

2018
MVP Build
The MVP (minimum viable product) will be your first look into the PlutusX banking and wealth
management platform. The MVP will show you how the PlutusX platform will function and
once ready, it will give you the opportunity to invest into the PlutusX fund. This build out will
be a desktop and mobile responsive version.
Open Fund
Upon getting clearance from the legal team, PlutusX will be able to accept funds for the
trading bot. Fund will be accessible through the MVP.
Trading Bot
PlutusX will begin developing the algorithmic trading bot in 2018 and finish backtesting it
with historical and simulated data later into the year (see 6.4). We expect to finish the
development within 6 weeks. Testing will begin in the remaining 3 weeks.
MAM
The development team will begin tackling the MAM structure for the fund (see 6.7).
Exchange
PlutusX will conduct preliminary development for the Crypto PlutusXChange which will
extend out to 2019. Once the crypto exchange is completed, PlutusX will start incorporating
the integration of Forex trading. (see 6.5).

2019
-

AI Assistant

-

Exchange

-

Wallet & Payments Development

-

Credit Cards & Rewards
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2020
-

Smart Loans

-

Financial Advisor Bot

-

Merchant Services

-

Ongoing R&D

6.0 Blockchain Technology
6.1 Overview
Blockchain is an emerging technology that has yet to reach maturity. This section will better
explain the back-end mechanics of PlutusX platform and ecosystem.

6.2 Blockchain Basics
The blockchain is a distributed database which provides an unalterable, (semi-)public record
of digital transactions. Each block aggregates a timestamped batch of transactions to be
included in the ledger — or rather, in the blockchain. Each block is identified by a
cryptographic signature. These blocks are all back-linked; that is, they refer to the signature of
the previous block in the chain, and that chain can be traced all the way back to the very first
block created. As such, the blockchain contains an non-editable record of all the transactions
made.
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6.3 Banking Ecosystem
The PlutusX financial ecosystem platform is reserved exclusively for PLTX token-holders.
PLTX ownership creates a reserve that can be used as the fuel for future transactions. PlutusX
aims to achieve a fully transparent banking ecosystem. To achieve this, we will strive to
tokenize the whole platform so that every time a money transfer is made, assets are stored
on smart contract side-chains, loans are originated, and even voting - everything will be
documented and 100% transparent and immutable by leveraging the native mechanisms
within blockchain technology.
Visa or MasterCard charges 2% - 4% to process a transaction, PlutusX will be charging a micro
fee of 0.5% of the total value of a transaction. The transaction fee is taken from the PLTX
token holder’s account and is burnt as fuel.
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PlutusX plans to take advantage of the ECN technology (see 4.3) to pair the most optimal rate
for the purchase or sale of a cryptocurrency. Although there are services which claim to
provide a 0.0% commission fee for the same process that PlutusX is attempting to achieve,
there is a much greater fee simply hidden in a wider bid-offer spread (it can be as high as 10%)
and ultimately the customer will receive a higher real cost than that which is applied by
PlutusX. PlutusX is committed to 100% transparency with the customer and in the same way
that customers are not deceived by the zero percent commission deals in fiat currency
conversion, they will not be deceived by such deals in crypto conversion.
This crypto-to-fiat and fiat-to-crypto settlement process is contingent on strategic partners
with card providers such as Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Liquidity Providers, or
internal mass liquid pools.
As PlutusX expands and further develops its technology, it is planned to fully tokenize its full
Service Bus to communicate with each other. There is a possibility that several side-chains will
need to be developed on top of the proprietary custom blockchain which is planned to be
developed in 2020.

6.3.1 KYC Policy
For customer identification, copies of the following documents are required:
1. Page of the international passport with photo, indication of the full name, nationality,
date and place of birth, date of issue and expiration of the passport, its number,
country issuing the passport and signature or a copy of another document (ID card/
driver’s license) containing the above information;
2. Invoice for utility services (for example, electricity, telephone, etc.) or a bank
statement indicating the date (not earlier than three months before the date of
provision of the bank statement), registered name, permanent place of residence and
mailing address;
3. A copy of their bank card;
4. A selfie in which the face and passport of the customer can be clearly seen; and copies
of constituent documents (account identification for legal entities).
PlutusX also reserves the right to rely on the identification carried out by PlutusX potential
partners (payment systems) or engage third-party specialized services to carry out its KYC
procedure.
To have a greater understanding of their platform please view their platform architecture
below.
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6.4 AI Trading Bot
High-frequency trading (HFT) is a form of algorithmic trading characterized by high turnover
and high order-to-trade ratios. Although there is no single definition of HFT, among its key
attributes are highly sophisticated algorithms, specialized order types, co-location, very
short-term investment horizons, and high cancellation rates for orders.28

6.4.1 System Architecture
The PlutusX algorithmic trading system can be broken down into three parts.29
● Exchange
● The server
● Application
Exchange(s) provide data to the system, which typically consists of the latest order book,
traded volumes, and last traded price (LTP) of scrip. The server, in turn, receives the data
simultaneously acting as a store for the historical database. The data is analyzed at the
application side, where trading strategies are fed from the user and can be viewed on the GUI.
Once the order is generated, it is sent to the order management system (OMS), which in turn
transmits it to the exchange.
PlutusX is aiming to use complex event processing engine (CEP), which is the heart of
decision-making in algo-based trading systems, is used for order routing and risk
management.
With the emergence of the FIX (Financial Information Exchange) protocol, the connection to
different destinations has become easier and the go-to-market time has reduced, when it
comes to connecting with a new destination. With the standard protocol in place, integration
of third-party vendors for data feeds is not cumbersome anymore.

6.4.2 Languages & Learning
The PlutusX developing engineers will initially use a heuristic learning model to teach the
program (“bot”) vector analysis and pattern recognition with an already profitable trading
strategy. Then the developers will transition to a reward learning model in which the bot will
become infitecamaly more accurate with it’s W:L performance.
Languages used:
● Java
● Python
28

Lemke and Lins, "Soft Dollars and Other Trading Activities,"§ 2:31 (Thomson West, 2015–2016 ed.).
"Automated Trading System Architecture Explained - QuantInsti." 12 Jan. 2016,
https://www.quantinsti.com/blog/trading-systems-architecture/. Accessed 11 Apr. 2018.
29
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6.5 PlutusXChange
6.5.1 Brokerage Firm Defined
A brokerage firm, or simply brokerage, is a financial institution that facilitates buying and
selling of financial securities between a buyer and a seller.30

6.5.2 Electronic Communication Network (ECN)
With PlutusX ECN subscribers can enter orders into the ECN via a custom computer terminal
or network protocols. The ECN will then match contra-side orders (i.e. a sell-order is
“contra-side” to a buy-order with the same price and share count) for execution. The ECN will
post unmatched orders on the system for other subscribers to view. Generally, the buyer and
seller are anonymous, with the trade execution reports listing the ECN as the party.
ECNs are generally facilitated by electronic negotiation, a type of communication between
agents that allows cooperative and competitive sharing of information to determine a proper
price.

6.5.3 Straight-through processing (STP)
PlutusX may also use STP which is an initiative used by financial companies to speed up the
transaction process. This is performed by allowing information that has been electronically
entered to be transferred from one party to another in the settlement process without
manually re-entering the same pieces of information repeatedly over the entire sequence of
events. The goal of STP is simple — reducing the time it takes to process a transaction will
increase the likelihood that a contract or an agreement is settled on time31.

6.5.4 Software
PlutusX will license their software other Digital Currency Exchanges (DCE) who provide the
broker services to their clients. The software will consist of both a client and server
component. The server component is run by the broker and the client software is provided to
the broker’s customers, who use it to see live streaming prices and charts, to place orders, and
to manage their accounts.

30

"Brokerage Company - Investopedia." https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/brokerage-company.asp. Accessed 12 Apr. 2018.
"Straight Through Processing (STP) - Investopedia." https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/straightthroughprocessing.asp.
Accessed 12 Apr. 2018.
31
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The complete PlutusX Software package includes the following components:
PlutusX Client Terminal
The Client Terminal will be provided free by brokerages for real-time online trading and as
Demo (practice trading) accounts. This provides trade operations, charts and technical
analysis in real time. The internal python and java like programming language allow users to
program trading strategies, indicators, and signals. 50 basic indicators are included, each of
which can be further customized. PlutusX intends to have several desktop based terminals:
● Web
● Native MacOs
● Native Windows
PlutusX Mobile
The mobile interface controls a trading account via mobile devices such as mobile phones or
PDAs.
PlutusX Server
The Server is the core of the system, the server part. Designed to handle user requests to
perform trade operations, display and execution of warrants. Also, sends price quotes and
news broadcasts, records and maintains archives. Works as a service. Does not have a separate
interface.
PlutusX Administrator
The administrator is designed to remotely manage the server settings.
PlutusX Manager
The manager is designed to handle trade inquiries and manage customer accounts.
PlutusX Data Center
The data center is a specialized proxy server and can be an intermediary between the server
and client terminals. It reduces the price quote sending load on the main server.
APIs
PlutusX will be built using API technology. APIs are used to provide data and functionality to
the user interface.
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6.6 Credit Card
6.6.1 Payment Process
PlutusX will not reinvent the wheel, but instead we will implement the already existing EMV
transaction flow. EMV stands for Europay, MasterCard, and Visa, the three companies that
originally created the standard. The standard is now managed by EMVCo, a consortium with
control split equally among Visa, MasterCard, JCB, American Express, China UnionPay, and
Discover.32
6.6.1.1 Application selection
An application identifier (AID) is used to address an application in the card. An AID consists of
a registered application provider identifier(RID) of five bytes, which is issued by the ISO/IEC
7816-5 registration authority. This is followed by a proprietary application identifier extension
(PIX), which enables the application provider to differentiate among the different applications
offered. The AID is printed on all EMV cardholder receipts.
6.6.1.2 Initiate application processing
The terminal sends the get processing options command to the card. When issuing this
command, the terminal supplies the card with any data elements requested by the card in the
processing options data objects list (PDOL). The PDOL (a list of tags and lengths of data
elements) is optionally provided by the card to the terminal during application selection. The
card responds with the application interchange profile (AIP), a list of functions to perform in
processing the transaction. The card also provides the application file locator (AFL), a list of
files and records that the terminal needs to read from the card.
6.6.1.3 Read application data
Smart cards store data in files. The AFL contains the files that contain EMV data. These all
must be read using the READ RECORD command. EMV does not specify in which file the data
is stored in, so all the files must be read. Data in these files is stored in BER TLV format. EMV
defines tag values for all data used in card processing.
6.6.1.4 Processing restrictions
The purpose of the processing restrictions is to see whether the card should be used. Three
data elements read in the previous step are checked:
● Application version number
● Application usage control (This shows whether the card is only for domestic use, etc.)
● Application effective/expiration dates checking.

32

"EMVCo Members - EMVCo." https://www.emvco.com/about/emvco-members/. Accessed 11 Apr. 2018.
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If any of these checks fails, the card is not necessarily declined. The terminal sets the
appropriate bit in the terminal verification results (TVR), the components of which form the
basis of an accept/decline decision later in the transaction flow.
6.6.1.5 Cardholder verification
Cardholder verification is used to evaluate whether the person presenting the card is the
legitimate cardholder. There are many cardholder verification methods (CVMs) supported in
EMV. These are:
● Signature
● Offline plaintext PIN
● Offline enciphered PIN
● Offline plaintext PIN and signature
● Offline enciphered PIN and signature
● Online PIN
● No CVM required
● Fail CVM processing
The terminal uses a CVM list read from the card to determine the type of verification to
perform. The CVM list establishes a priority of CVMs to use relative to the capabilities of the
terminal. Different terminals support different CVMs. ATMs generally support online PIN. POS
terminals vary in their CVM support depending on type and country.
6.6.1.6 Online transaction authorization
Transactions go online when an ARQC has been requested. The ARQC is sent in the
authorization message. The card generates the ARQC. Its format depends on the card
application. EMV does not specify the contents of the ARQC. The ARQC created by the card
application is a digital signature of the transaction details, which the card issuer can check in
real time. This provides a strong cryptographic check that the card is genuine. The issuer
responds to an authorization request with a response code (accepting or declining the
transaction), an authorization response cryptogram (ARPC) and optionally an issuer script (a
string of commands to be sent to the card).
6.6.1.7 Issuer script processing
If a card issuer wants to update a card post issuance, they can send commands to the card
using issuer script processing. Issuer scripts are encrypted between the card and the issuer,
and are meaningless to the terminal. Issuer script can be used to block cards, or to change
card parameters.

6.6.2 Application Process
After using the PlutusX ecosystem for more than 6 months the client is eligible to apply for a
credit card based on their monthly transaction volume (deposits, withdrawals, and purchases).
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This process consists of several simple steps for the PlutusX ecosystem to used to determine
at which percentage of the clients deposit volume they will grant the client.
PlutusX is exploring potential partnerships with entities like Nexo.io to aid liquidation, loans,
and potential settlement with their Nexo Oracle proprietary software which allows clients to
leverage their crypto wallet without liquidating positions, and potentially losing gains.

6.6.3 Security
Electronic payments are highly susceptible to fraud and abuse. Liability for misuse of credit
card data can expose the merchant to significant financial loss if they were to attempt to
manage such risks on their own. One way to lower this cost and liability exposure is to
segment the transaction of the sale from the payment of the amount due. Many merchants
offer subscription services, which require payment from a customer every month. SaaS
payment processors relieve the responsibility of the management of recurring payments from
the merchant and maintain safe and secure the payment information, passing back to the
merchant a payment “token” or unique placeholder for the card data. Through Tokenization,
merchants are able to use this token to process charges, perform refunds, or void transactions
without ever storing the payment card data, which can help to make the merchant system
PCI-compliant. Another method of protecting payment card data is Point to Point Encryption,
which encrypts cardholder data so that clear text payment information is not accessible
within the merchant's system in the event of a data breach. Some payment processors also
specialize in high-risk processing for industries that are subject to frequent chargebacks, such
as adult video distribution.
The goal of the credit card companies is not to eliminate fraud, but to “reduce it to
manageable levels”. This implies that fraud prevention measures will be used only if their cost
are lower than the potential gains from fraud reduction, whereas high-cost low-return
measures will not be used — as would be expected from organizations whose goal is profit
maximisation.
PlutusX plans to implement sophisticated A.I. with IBM watson to help detect fraudulent
activity more effectively, and lower malicious activity dramatically.

6.6.4 Parties involved
●
●

Cardholder: The holder of the card used to make a purchase; the consumer.
Card-issuing bank: The financial institution or other organization that issued the
credit card to the cardholder. This bank bills the consumer for repayment and bears
the risk that the card is used fraudulently. American Express and Discover were
previously the only card-issuing banks for their respective brands, but as of 2007, this
is no longer the case. Cards issued by banks to cardholders in a different country are
known as offshore credit cards.
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●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

Merchant: The individual or business accepting credit card payments for products or
services sold to the cardholder.
Acquiring bank: The financial institution accepting payment for the products or
services on behalf of the merchant.
Independent sales organization: Resellers (to merchants) of the services of the
acquiring bank.
Merchant account: This could refer to the acquiring bank or the independent sales
organization, but in general is the organization that the merchant deals with.
Credit Card association: An association of card-issuing banks such as Discover, Visa,
MasterCard, American Express, etc. that set transaction terms for merchants,
card-issuing banks, and acquiring banks.
Transaction network: The system that implements the mechanics of the electronic
transactions. May be operated by an independent company, and one company may
operate multiple networks.
Affinity partner: Some institutions lend their names to an issuer to attract customers
that have a strong relationship with that institution, and get paid a fee or a percentage
of the balance for each card issued using their name. Examples of typical affinity
partners are sports teams, universities, charities, professional organizations, and major
retailers.
Insurance providers: Insurers underwriting various insurance protections offered as
credit card perks, for example, Car Rental Insurance, Purchase Security, Hotel Burglary
Insurance, Travel Medical Protection etc.

To view the network architecture please see the fig. below.
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6.7 MAM Network
Building off of the Forex module PlutusX has made the strategic decision to develop a MAM
module for its clients. A multi- account management module, commonly known as MAM,
describes a software application used predominantly by foreign exchange (forex) brokers to
allow their clients to attach money to a specific trader managing one or more accounts
appointed on the basis of a limited power of attorney. MAM solution allows the trader on one
trading platform to manage the simultaneously unlimited quantity of managed accounts.
Depending on the size of the deposit each managed account has its own ratio in the pool.
Trader's activity results (trades, profit, and loss) are allocated between managed accounts
according to the ratio.
MAM accounts are designed for account managers and allow them to raise the level of
complexity/sophistication and potential returns — by allowing them to assign a higher
leverage to specific subaccounts.
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Regulating leverage and other risk-management features across sub-accounts provides more
flexibility and choice within speculative markets — this is a double-edged sword and can be as
destructive as it can be profit generative.
MAM accounts are particularly suitable for investors with a high-risk tolerance and a high level
of market understanding.33

6.7.1 Distribution
Assume that there are 3 managed accounts under trader's management:
1. USD account with a deposit of $100,000 and ratio 9.3%
2. EUR account with a deposit of €400,000 and ratio 49.5%
3. BTC account with a deposit of £300,000 and ratio 41.2%
Depending on funded amounts different ratios are applied to the managed account (for ratio
calculation all amounts are converted to BTC equivalent based on market rate). In case if, for
example, Trader/Money Manager decides to BUY 10 million BTC/USD, MAM allocates the
order between managed accounts according to its ratio. Each managed account has its own
part of position and corresponding Profit & Loss. In the current example the first managed
account will get position LONG 930,000 BTC/USD, the second — LONG 4,950,000 EUR/USD
and the third — LONG 4,120,000 EUR/USD. Resulting profit & loss will be automatically
calculated for each account depending on market prices (see 4.2.6).

33

"Differences between MAM and PAMM accounts - The FX View." 5 Aug. 2013,
http://thefxview.com/2013/08/05/difference-between-mam-and-pamm-accounts/. Accessed 12 Apr. 2018.
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7.0 Product Development
Product development and further roll-out is naturally affected by the PlutusX corporate
vision. The following are considered to be the current objectives:

Software:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Banking platform (Ref. 4.3)
MAM Structure
AI Assistant & Trading Bot
Saving Bot & Micro-Investing (Ref. 4.4)
Smart Contract Loans (Ref. 4.5)
Fiat Settlements
Open API
Exchange

Hardware:
●
●

Point of Sale System (POS)
Card (token/coin debit/credit card)

8.0 Open API & Whitelabel
PlutusX believes that the cryptocurrency era will require a much wider development
community than just a few leading cryptobanks. For this reason, PlutusX is providing an open
platform that enables companies to build their own products using PlutusX API. Many of the
features of the mobile platform will be made available for developers to use inside their own
payment applications and solutions.
Examples of products and services that can be created and provided through the PlutusX API
includes:
● Cryptocurrency wallets
● Cryptocurrency exchanges
● MAM structure
● Cryptosystems for payments on and off-line
● Loyalty programs
● Payments with the use of cryptocurrency and tokens
● Information retrieval
● Automated regular payments
● Billing
● Receive automatic notification of transactions
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With the PlutusX open API platform they are also able to create white-label products using
the PlutusX technology for a royalty fee. This creates an additional revenue model for the
team to monetize from as well as further distribute the wealth to other enthusiastic
entrepreneurs that may struggle with raising capital to create such a robust platform. A free
upfront and royalty program allows them to more easily overcome those obstacles in their
development process.
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9.0 Competitive Landscape
9.1 Overview
Already established, the top 10 worlds largest traditional banks hold a total of $2.56 trillion in
market capitalization. Payments from all major debit cards, credit cards and cash are accepted
almost everywhere, although cash must be exchanged in different countries.

Those same banks have no interest to get involved with cryptocurrencies due to fear of a
bubble and illicit activity associated with it. Almost all major banks refuse to accept money
after the conversion of the cryptocurrency due to the lack of understanding, or to be more
precise — due to the lack of education and interest in new emerging technologies. The money
received after the conversion of the cryptocurrency goes through compliance department
where its origin and source need to be determined. If the employee fails to sort out the issue,
client’s account will be frozen, and they would be requested to close their account.
Traditional banks already have a large business with a, at this moment, still loyal customer
base. They are not interested in new and small businesses because their profitability is still
small, the risk of losing current big businesses is big, and there are many issues they will have
to deal with.
At the same time, Cryptocurrency market capitalization is around $320billion, Bitcoin’s
capitalization is around $130 billion, Ethereum's capitalization is around $50 billion. About 500
startups have already held ICOs, and many of them are categorized as crypto-financial
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ecosystems, crypto-exchanges, crypto-payments, etc. The total funds raised through ICOs are
more than $5 billion in 2018, and around $3.8 billion in 2017.

9.2 PlutusX vs. Traditional Banks
PlutusX

Traditional Banks

Control

Decentralized

Centralized

Security

Cryptographic Protocol (nearly
immutable)

Trust to Bank

Control over funds

Client

Bank

Countries of operation

Practically unlimited

Limited by Capital and Regulation

Transactions speed

Minutes, almost immediate
transfer

Can last up to several days
(international transactions)

Transactions cost

As low as 0.5%

Up to 5%

Transfer values

Set by individual

Restricted

Funds withdrawal

Minutes

Depending on the amount, up to
several days

International transfers

Fast, transferred in minutes
Free

Slow, the transfer can last up to
several (3 – 5) days
Up to $85 for outgoing
international transfer

Fiat currency bank accounts

Yes

Yes

Cryptocurrency wallets

Yes

No

Fiat/crypto exchange

Yes

No

Third party services

Yes

No

Fully customisable

Yes

No

Personalized experience

Yes

No

Access to bank’s website

Yes, available from any location

Can be restricted based on
location — can cause problems
while client is travelling
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9.3 PlutusX vs. Other Crypto Banks
PlutusX

Crypterium

Business Model

Full-Service Banking

Transactions and lending

Payments technology

NFC, QR, P2P, Card

NFC, QR

Cashback

0.15%

Monthly cashback fund is 0,15%
of turnover

Card issue

Instantly

Instantly issued, virtual
non-personalized cards

Token blockchain

ERC20, (2020: develop
dedicated blockchain)

ERC20

Token purpose

PLTX fuels the platform,
stores and secures assets.

CRPT as a gas

Wealth Management

Yes

No

Personal Financial Advisor

Yes, the AI bot

No

Wallet currencies

Universal Token Wallet

BTC, ETH, XRP, LTC, Dash, XEM,
NEO, MIOTA, XMR and other

Fiat support

Yes

Yes

Lending

Volume based credit and
crypto-collateralized loans

CRED token

Security of assets

Hosted Wallet and Smart
contract

Hosted Wallet and Smart
contract

Transaction cost (for user)

0.5 %

0.5 %

Transaction fee (from merchants)

0.5%

0.5 %

Currency/assets change

PlutusXchange

CrypteriumSX

Tokens emission

Once, fixed amount

Once, continuously decreasing

KYC

Yes, mandatory to use.

Optional for payments, required
for lending

Open API / Developers involvement

Yes

Yes, open platform
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9.4 PlutusX vs. Other Robo-Advisors
PlutusX

Wealthfront

Wealthsimple

Fees for portfolio

No fees up to $25k
0.25%/year above
$25k

No fees up to $10k
0.25%/year above
$10k

No fees up to $5k
0.70%/year $5k-$100k
0.50%/year above $100k

Minimum investment

$0.00

$500.00

$0.00

Automatic Deposits

Micro-investing

Weekly, Biweekly,
Monthly and
Quarterly

Weekly, Biweekly and
Monthly

Automatic Portfolio
Rebalancing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Individual goal setting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fractional share investing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tax Loss Harvesting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access

Website, iOS App,
Apple Watch,
Android App

Website, iOS App,
Android App

Website, iOS App, Apple
Watch, Android App

Accounts available

Taxable, IRAs,
high-yield

Taxable, IRAs

Taxable, IRAs

Advice

Automated (A.I.),
Human assisted.

Automated

Human Assisted

401(k) Guidance

Yes

No

Yes

Retirement Planning Tools

Yes

Yes

No

Invests in Commodities

Yes

Yes

No

Invests in Real Estate

REIT Tokenized

Yes

Yes

Socially Responsible
Investing

Yes, fiduciary
obligation

Yes

Yes

Two-Factor Authentication

Yes

Yes

Yes
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10.0 Customer Acquisition
10.1 Overview
PlutusX is able to draw from longstanding marketing and customer acquisition experience,
which will provide a solid base for future development. The new paradigm of global
interconnectedness requires new marketing strategies, which will attract and retain loyal
customers from around the world. Nurturing a strong community and mutually beneficial
strategic partnerships are two of the main objectives that will support PlutusX’s growth and
success.
PlutusX will be leveraging platforms that allow the team to track results effectively using
conversion tracking strategies. This will guide the team to see what platforms are performing
well for the team and which ones are not, defining the PlutusX best strategies.

10.2 Air Drop Campaign
In order to expand and nurture the PlutusX community, PlutusX will execute multiple Airdrop
campaigns. The participants in the PlutusX Airdrop campaigns will be able to receive free
PLTX tokens that will allow them to benefit from lower interest rates and/or higher limits on
their instant crypto loans. To participate in PlutusX Airdrop campaigns, people will be
required to fulfil predefined conditions that will be described and distributed via multiple
communication channels. Upon successful campaign completion and meeting the predefined
requirements, the participants will receive their free PLTX tokens in their PlutusX Wallet,
which they can use immediately towards their instant crypto loans — thus being exposed to
PlutusX’s product at minimal marketing cost-per-acquisition.

10.3 Digital Advertising
PlutusX will be leveraging digital advertising avenues to acquire customers and keep them
engaged. These advertising channels allow the team to track or acquisition costs very
accurately determine what's working for the team and what is not. These channels include:
● SEO (Search Engine Optimization)
● Google Adwords
● Facebook & Instagram Ads
● Twitter Ads
● Organic Social Media
● Retargeting
● Display Ads
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10.4 Celebrity Campaign
Both the legal team of PlutusX and Chris Hoyle (see 3.3) will be working in tandem towards
the celebrity marketing campaign to attempt to adhere to legal compliance regarding
soliciting financial services and other campaigns.

10.5 Bounty Campaign
PlutusX’s clients and supporters can participate in special referral programs that reward their
efforts to attract new clients and expand the PlutusX community. The program ensures that
supporters who refer new clients to PlutusX will receive preferential interest rates on their
instant crypto loans. During the bounty campaign, PlutusX will provide compensation for a
number of tasks.

10.6 Strategic Partners
Operating in the constantly evolving cryptocurrency/blockchain ecosystem requires
engagement in strategic partnerships that support the overall development of the
community and PlutusX’s business model. For example, we can use wallet integrations by
implementing a button that allows users of widely used wallet apps to set up a crypto loan
instantly with PlutusX. This is currently being discussed with several wallet providers.
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11.0 Financials
11.1 Overview
This portion of the Whitepaper highlights projected net operating income (NOI) for the
upcoming years in addition to potential revenue models based off of the business model (see
2.6).

11.2 Revenue Model
Transaction
Fees

~55.97% of the profits will come from transaction fees for purchasing
goods or services when settling from crypto-to-fiat (see 2.6).

Trading Fee

~33.0% of PlutusX profits will derive from the trading commission fees
(see 2.6)

Fund Fee

~0.05% will come from the crypto-fund performance fees (see 2.6)

Deposit Fee

~0.06% of profits will be accounted for by a fiat-to-crypto deposit fees
(see 2.6).

Merchant

~0.02% of PlutusX’s profit will come from merchants using the payment
gateway service (see 2.6).

OpenAPI

~0.01% will come from openAPI
white-labeling royalty program (see 2.6).
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11.3 Pro Forma
2018

2019

2020

Revenue
Transaction Fees34 35 36

$0.00

$12,000,000.00

$126,662,640.00

Trading Fee

$0.00

$17,540,000.00

$72,067,200.00

Deposit Fee37

$0.00

$1,008,000.00

$12,879,070.00

Merchant Fee

$0.00

$260,00.00

$3,897,104.00

OpenAPI

$0.00

$0.00

$1,312,500.00

$38,400,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$56,000.00

$1,714,472.46

$10,283,090.00

$38,456,000.00

$31,808,000.00

$227,101,604.00

$1,920,00.00

$1,090,400.00

$11,355,080.00

$20,352,000.00

$9,377,440.00

$52,233,368.00

Marketing

$3,840,00.00

$2,180,800.00

$22,710,160.00

Legal

$1,920,00.00

$1,090,400.00

$11,355,080.00

IT

$1,920,00.00

$1,090,400.00

$11,355,080.00

Fund Reserve

$1,920,00.00

$1,090,400.00

$11,355,080.00

Int’l Expansion

$4,992,000.00

$2,835,040.00

$29,523,208.00

$384,000.00

$218,080.00

$2,271,014.00

Misc.

$1,152,000,00

$135,400.00

$122,000.00

Total

$38,400,000.00

$19,762,600.00

$159,093,123.00

$56,000.0

$12,045,400.00

$68,008,481.00

Cap Raise
Fund Performance
Total
Expenses
Admin
Development

Bug Bounty

NOI

34

"Crypto Exchanges Are Raking in Billions of Dollars - Bloomberg." 5 Mar. 2018,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-05/crypto-exchanges-raking-in-billions-emerge-as-kings-of-coins. Accessed
12 Apr. 2018.
35
"Cryptocurrency Exchanges in South Korea Registered $648 Million ...." 20 Feb. 2018,
https://usethebitcoin.com/cryptocurrency-exchanges-south-korea-registered-648-million-taxable-revenue-2017/. Accessed 12
Apr. 2018.
36
"Crypto Exchanges Pocket Millions Daily From Trading Fees - Cryptovest." 7 Mar. 2018,
https://cryptovest.com/news/crypto-exchanges-pocket-millions-daily-from-trading-fees/. Accessed 12 Apr. 2018.
37
"Report: Coinbase made 43 percent of its 2017 revenue in ... - The Verge." 27 Feb. 2018,
https://www.theverge.com/2018/2/27/17058306/coinbase-bitcoin-cryptocurrency-revenue. Accessed 12 Apr. 2018.
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12.0 Expansion Strategy
12.1 Expansion Plan
PlutusX plans to expand internationally by partnering with other companies in the real estate
space, acquiring competitors, and doing extensive marketing. The marketing channels include
the traditional press/publications, social media channels (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram),
opinion influencers, real estate conferences, and word of mouth. PlutusX is already
well-known internationally and has been covered by news publications in various countries.
PlutusX’s plan to expand their partnerships with local credit bureaus, banks, insurance
companies, property managers, and real estate companies around the world. The PlutusX
team has already established relationships with many such companies in the EU, Asia,
Australia and New Zealand. Following is an illustration of the platform’s possible growth.
Please note that all numbers are only projections based on their current estimates.

2019

2020

2021

Market Share

N. America (US,
Canada) Oceania
(Australia, New
Zealand) Asia (China,
Korea, Japan)
Europe (the UK,
Germany, France)

Asia (all countries) Global
Europe
(all
countries) S. America
Africa

Key Services

Trading bot + Wealth
management

Smart Loans
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Credit Cards /
Rewards

MAM

Financial Advising

Checking + Saving

Merchant Services

Ongoing R&D
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13.0 PLTX Tokens
13.1 Overview
There are hundreds of tokens that the PlutusX team have the privilege to choose from,
however, the company has decided to go with a standard ERC20 token. If you are curious to
learn more about the token, it’s future, and token holder benefits continue reading below.

13.2 Token Holders
●
●
●
●

Get access to the best PlutusX products
Get full access to the PlutusX Whitelabel API
Buy and Sell PLTX tokens on trading platforms.
PlutusX will reinvest 3% of their profits back into a loyalty program that are
distributed among token holders.

13.3 Token for Platform
PlutusX will be using an ERC20 token for the PlutusX initial roll out. PlutusX does have
ambition to produce a more custom proof-of-stake protocol token using the PlutusX ” R&D
Fund”. PlutusX aims to partner with prestigious universities (U.S.) to help develop, build,
maintain a dedicated token to service the needs of their platform as PlutusX continues to
expand, and better service the needs of their clients.

14.0 Corporate Vision
14.1 Company Culture
The PlutusX corporate culture formed by the years of successful development and
achievement of planned results is based on following principles. No more than 15% of the
PlutusX resources are intended to be used to maintain current operational activities including
wages of management. The rest part of all available resources are aimed at research and
development and search for new stack of technologies.
The PlutusX internal team culture takes on a whole different meaning of innovation. With
their No-Fire based on performance policy team members truly feel like they are a part of a
family. This sense of security inspires breakthroughs or even as simple as finding more
efficient cost effective solution for currently existing products.
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The PlutusX team intrinsic motivation to see the actualization of the platform facilitates an
environment of drive and competitiveness to get tasks done promptly and productively.

14.2 Principles
14.2.1 The PlutusX Culture Statement
This is who PlutusX is, and is unlike any other company. PlutusX values their partners, clients
and colleagues.

How PlutusX Works
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Listening is a good way to start a conversation.
We practice transparency and talk about our mistakes to embrace innovation and
improved learning from our experiences.
We do things the ethical way because it’s the only way.
We treat every client, partner, vendor, and prospect or associate as a hard working
human that wants to feel appreciated.
We don’t work with bullies.
We show up when PlutusX say PlutusX will show up.
We are always looking ahead, reading ahead, thinking ahead.
We listen to each other and take criticism as an perspective to improve.
We finish our stuff on time.
We are all family.

What PlutusX Believes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

We believe that big ideas don’t happen without hard work and an open mind.
We believe respect is more important than a mouth full of commands.
We believe in giving people the benefit of the doubt.
We believe that the smartest idea can come from the dumbest question.
We believe that being different is more than OK.
We believe that all work and no play never works.
We don’t believe in hiring employees, we hire team players and make them part of our
family.

How PlutusX Acts
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

We say hello in the hallways.
We all make coffee.
We are helpful.
We are not afraid of change.
We love learning.
We encourage laughter.
We know that rules shouldn’t be broken; but are negotiable.
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●
●
●

We answer the phone by the third ring.
We get back to people and follow up.
We clean up after our own mess.
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15.0 STANDARDS Adherence To All Legal And
Regulatory Standards
The purchase of any tokens involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited to the
risks described below. Before purchasing PLTX Tokens, it is recommended that each
participant carefully weighs all the information and risks detailed in this White Paper, and,
specifically, the following risk factors.

15.1 Dependence on computer infrastructure
PlutusX dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware and the
Internet implies that PlutusX can offer no assurances that a system failure would not
adversely affect the use of the PLTX Tokens. Despite PlutusX implementation of all
reasonable network security measures, its processing center servers are vulnerable to
computer viruses, physical or electronic break-ins or other disruptions of a similar nature.
Computer viruses, break-ins or other disruptions caused by third parties may result in
interruption, delay or suspension of services, which would limit the use of the PLTX Tokens.

15.2 Smart contract limitations
Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its application is of
experimental nature. This may carry significant operational, technological, regulatory,
reputational and financial risks. Consequently, although the audit conducted by independent
third party increases the level of security, reliability, and accuracy, this audit cannot serve as
any form of warranty, including any expressed or implied warranty that the PLTX Smart
Contract is fit for purpose or that it contains no flaws, vulnerabilities or issues which could
cause technical problems or the complete loss of PLTX Tokens.

15.3 Regulatory risks
The Blockchain technology, including but not limited to the issue of tokens, may be a new
concept in some jurisdictions, which may then apply existing regulations or introduce new
regulations regarding Blockchain technology-based applications, and such regulations may
conflict with the current PLTX Smart Contract setup and PLTX Token concept. This may result
in substantial modifications of the PLTX Smart Contract, including but not limited to its
termination and the loss of PLTX Tokens as well as a suspension or termination of all PLTX
Token functions.
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15.4 Taxes
Token holders may be required to pay taxes associated with the transactions involving PLTX
Tokens. It will be a sole responsibility of the token holders to comply with the tax laws of the
relevant jurisdictions and pay all required taxes.

15.5 Force Majeure
PlutusX performance may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure
circumstances. For the purposes of this Whitepaper, force majeure shall mean extraordinary
events and circumstances which could not be prevented by PlutusX and shall include: acts of
nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts,
slowdowns, prolonged shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication
service, acts of municipal, state or federal governmental agencies, other circumstances
beyond PlutusX control, which were not in existence at the time of Token sale. If such
circumstances occur prior to issuance PLTX Tokens and PlutusX is unable to issue PLTX
Tokens within 3 months from the projected date, the escrow agent may issue a refund at the
request of the PLTX Token purchasers. The refund will be issued in the original form of
payment to the same digital wallet or bank account where the funds were transferred from.

15.6 Disclosure of information
Personal information received from PLTX token holders, the information about the number of
tokens owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant information may be
disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when PlutusX is
required to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. PlutusX shall at no
time be held responsible for such information disclosure.

15.7 Value of PLTX Token
Once purchased, the value of PLTX Token may significantly fluctuate due to various reasons.
PlutusX
does not guarantee any specific value of the PLTX Token over any specific period of time.
PlutusX shall not be held responsible for any change in the value of PLTX Token.
Assumptions with respect to the foregoing involve, among other things, judgments about the
future economic, competitive and market conditions and business decisions, most of which
are beyond the control of the PlutusX team and therefore difficult or impossible to accurately
predict. Although the PlutusX team believes that its assumptions underlying its
forward-looking statements are reasonable, any of these may prove to be inaccurate. As a
result, the PlutusX team can offer no assurances that the forward-looking statements
contained in this White Paper will prove to be accurate. In light of the significant uncertainties
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inherent in the forward-looking statements contained herein, the inclusion of such
information may not be interpreted as a warranty on the part of PlutusX or any other entity
that the objectives and plans of their project will be successfully achieved.
Please note that the projects PLTX Token may be subject to other risks not foreseen by its
team at this time.

15.6 Disclosure of the use of “Bank”
Until the PlutusX entity is has received a banking license by the relevant regulatory bodies of
countries its operating in, PlutusX is not considered “Bank”. PlutusX may aggregate service
that represent a full-service bank, however, does not recognize itself as such.
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